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Based on quantitative survey data and qualitative data from journal entries by students in a seminar focused on community-based research, undergraduate student perceptions of community partners are explored in the context of debates about the politics of knowledge. Student perceptions that frame community partners as the recipients of academic expertise are differentiated from those that validate partner expertise as essential to the co-creation of knowledge. Evidence is presented indicating that appropriately structured courses, especially those supported by robust institutional infrastructure for community-engaged learning, can (and should) encourage students to recognize community partners as valuable sources of knowledge.

Advocates for community-based learning in higher education increasingly emphasize the importance of reciprocity, and encourage students and faculty to recognize community partners as sources of knowledge. In this article, undergraduate student perceptions of community-based research partners are analyzed based on a quantitative survey and a qualitative analysis of student journal entries in two offerings of a junior-senior research seminar entitled “Public Sociology.” The seminar involved readings on the politics of knowledge as well as community-based research (CBR) methods. In addition, students engaged in CBR, working in small groups with partners from agencies and organizations in the local community. Results indicate that over the course of the seminar, students became more likely to perceive their community partners as valuable contributors to learning and knowledge generation.

The analysis of student perceptions is situated in a brief review of the literature on community-based learning, with particular attention to reciprocity and the politics of knowledge as those concepts have developed in the relevant literature. With that context sketched, the seminar, data available from it, and data analysis approach are introduced (including the strengths and limitations of the data). On the basis of that analysis, it is argued that an appropriately structured course, especially one supported by institutional infrastructure that legitimates reciprocal community engagement, can encourage students to recognize community partners as valuable sources of knowledge. As one student put it, “it was amazing getting to know people with experiences and knowledge far beyond my own.” But encouraging that recognition requires considerable attention, as the hegemony of academically-generated knowledge seeps into even an explicitly reciprocal framing of the knowledge-making process.

Reciprocity and the Politics of Knowledge in Community-Based Learning

In a review of trends in community-engaged learning, Zlotowski and Duffy (2010, p. 34) argue that “it is impossible to trace the recent history of community-based teaching and learning without understanding its symbiotic relationship to a broader set of developments in the contemporary academy.” In their widely-cited book on community-based research (CBR), Strand, Marullo, Cutforth, Stoecker, and Donohue (2003) follow the same approach, situating their advocacy for CBR within a set of questions about the political economy of the academy in the United States. From Boyer’s (1990) critique of limiting definitions of faculty scholarship that sometimes discourage publicly-oriented faculty work to national reports calling for greater institutional engagement in the public good (e.g., Kellogg Commission, 1999; The National Task Force on Civic Learning and Engagement, 2012), many have called for curricular and institutional change in higher education. Strand et al. (2003) summarize three forces they consider particularly important in this regard:

Two of them—widespread criticism of higher education’s disconnection from communities and growing concern about the professorate’s exceedingly narrow definition of research—originated outside the institutions…The third force, recognition of the need to develop students’ civic capacity and prepare them for active democratic citizenship, came largely from within the institutions themselves. (p. 1)

The pedagogies that have thrived in this climate of institutional support for community-engaged learning cover a wide range of practices.
Kane (2003) argue that among such practices, CBR is a particularly promising one. Their model of CBR includes a social change/social justice orientation in its very definition, making it a special type of what Mooney and Edwards (2001) call service-learning advocacy or what Mitchell (2008) calls critical service-learning:

CBR has a long and diverse history, and this history provides a basis for the three major principles that guide our model of CBR for higher education institutions: collaboration (with community partners); validation of multiple sources of knowledge and methods of discovery and dissemination; and the goals of social change and social action to achieve social justice. (Strand et al., 2003, p. 15)

Validation of community knowledge is emphasized by Mitchell (2008) as well, when she succinctly notes that “Reciprocity in the service-learning experience seeks to create an environment where all learn from and teach one another” (p. 58). This approach resonates with another element of Zlotkowski and Duffy’s (2010) review. They emphasize the importance of not just the academic and cognitive benefits of community-based learning, but the civic benefits as well, which they see as truly realized only by reciprocal engagement. As Scobey (2010) points out, realizing civic benefits requires “de-centering” the process of community-engaged learning through greater recognition of the knowledge community partners bring to the CBR process.

A pedagogy that remains too exclusively focused on the dramaturgy of the teacher-student encounter, or the community of students in the classroom, may inadvertently send the message that students will remain the center of their own civic experience. Community partners have a crucial role to play in this de-centering process, not simply as fellow citizens, and certainly not as objects of academic expertise or philanthropy, but as interlocutors and co-educators. (p. 195)

In a recent essay on “Putting into practice the civic purposes of higher education,” Saltmarsh and Zlotkowski (2011) also address this connection specifically. They argue that reciprocity and real participation by a broad range of community members, as well as respect for the knowledge that broad range of participants offers, is critical to meaningful civic engagement. Saltmarsh and Hartley (2011, p. 16), in another recent collection, synthesize current debates and analyses in the literature with an explicit call for democratic epistemology and a “multidirectional flow of knowledge,” identifying the “power and politics of expert academic knowledge” as “the core obstacle” to genuine civic engagement. Disrupting that power is, thus, an important step in realizing engagement: “When knowledge generation... is a process of co-creation... then democratic forms of civic engagement are more likely to emerge and become institutionalized” (p. 298).

This kind of emphasis has appeared in review essays like the examples just noted, and also in specific research studies investigating community partner perceptions (e.g., Bucher, 2012; d’Arlach, Sanchez, & Feuer, 2009; Sandy & Holland, 2006). As d’Arlach et al. (2009) conclude on the basis of their interviews with community members who participated in a service-learning language exchange program, an interview project framed by Freire’s (1970) approach to the politics of knowledge, “results favor a service-learning class format where community recipients can have expert roles... (and) knowledge is assumed to be co-created and multidirectional” (p. 5). Greater recognition of community partner expertise should be encouraged among faculty and students, but studies document the need to encourage it among community partners too, as they are sometimes inclined to view academic partners as the experts even though community knowledge is essential to the enterprise (Bacon, 2002; Bucher, 2012).

Critical attention to the politics of knowledge, and disruption of the hegemony of expert knowledge, is central to the CBR model that Strand et al. (2003) advance, and the model that frames the seminar analyzed in this article.

CBR requires acknowledging the validity of local knowledge generated in and through practice in community settings and weighing that alongside institutionalized, scientific and scholarly professional knowledge familiar to faculty and students. Put simply, community-based researchers are interested in... how each form of knowledge informs and guides the other. (p. 11)

The Public Sociology Seminar, Data Collection, and Data Analysis

Striking some similar notes, but rarely overlapping with these trends in community engagement across higher education, is increasing attention within the discipline of sociology to what Michael Burawoy (2005) has called public sociology. Burawoy’s argument focuses on a division of sociological labor based on the type of knowledge pursued (instrumental knowledge aimed at technical problem-solving, or reflexive knowledge produced through a dialogue about ends) and the audience to which work is directed (an academic or extra-academic audience). Based on these two dimensions, he identifies four types of sociological labor: professional (instrumental knowledge, academic audience); policy (instrumental
knowledge, extra-academic audience); critical (reflexive knowledge, academic audience); and public (reflexive knowledge, extra-academic audience). He considers all four types important parts of the broader whole of the discipline, but advocates for greater recognition and reward, as well as expanded practice, for public sociology in the face of increasing specialization and professionalization.²

It is at the intersection of the public sociology movement and Strand et al.’s (2003) model of CBR that the seminar for sociology majors and minors analyzed in this article was defined. The catalog description summarizes the focus of the seminar.

Sociologists have debated the relationship between the discipline and broader publics for well over a century. In recent years, renewed debate has developed around the promise of public sociology, which former American Sociological Association president Michael Burawoy defines as a sociology that ‘engages publics beyond the academy in dialogue about matters of political and moral concern.’ This seminar introduces students to competing perspectives on public sociology, including attention to the history of the discipline’s orientation toward public issues and public audiences. With those debates as context, students engage in the practice of public sociology through community-based research (CBR) projects on issues related to social inequality.

Both sociological research methods and social theory were course pre-requisites, and all students enrolled in the three offerings of the seminar to date were junior or senior sociology majors or minors. This analysis is focused on the second and third time the seminar was taught, Fall 2009 and Fall 2011, because during both of those offerings pre- and post-test surveys were administered, the results of which are relevant to this article. The basic patterns outlined here do not differ, however, in the student journal data from the Fall 2007 offering.

In 2009 and 2011, a total of 26 students enrolled in the seminar. Four seminar options are offered each year; thus sociology majors and minors have significant choice in selecting courses to fulfill the department’s seminar requirement. As a result, it is not surprising that almost all of the 26 students analyzed in this article were at least interested in, and more often enthusiastic about, community-engagement and publicly-oriented sociology. Bates College is a small, selective liberal arts college in the Northeast, and like most of its peers enrolls a disproportionately white, middle and upper-middle class, east coast student body. Virtually all students are full-time and live on campus. Of the 26 students in the course in the years addressed here, 6 were students of color, and 20 were white; 4 were men, and 22 women.³

A brief overview of the readings and assignments in the seminar is essential to understanding the context in which students came to express their perceptions of community partners as sources of knowledge.⁴ The basic menu of readings included Strand et al.’s (2003) work on the origins and principles of CBR, as well as a series of readings introducing publicly-engaged sociology and the debates that have followed Burawoy’s (2005) advocacy for public sociology. With these claims and debates as context, students produced two major “products.” First, with a group of peers, each student worked on a CBR project, with the goal of producing a group final product that met their community partner’s needs. Each student also completed an individual seminar project related to the CBR project, with the goal of writing a fairly standard academic research paper on their own. In each offering of the seminar, the instructor worked with the campus’ Harward Center for Community Partnerships to develop three or four options for the group CBR project, all of which focused on social inequality/social justice issues in the Lewiston/Auburn community. Across the two offerings explored in this article, topics included food insecurity, economic opportunities for local public housing residents, the digital divide, access to higher education, domestic violence, and after-school programs for low-income youth. Examples of specific CBR projects include completion of a survey of emergency food providers, qualitative interviews with participants in the public housing economic opportunity program, and the development of a survey instrument about college aspirations for later use by an organization advocating for higher education access. Each of these projects culminated in a product designed for the partner. In the three examples, these products were as follows: an executive summary of the emergency food provider survey process and results; an executive summary of themes and a full set of interview transcripts for the public housing project; and a formatted survey instrument with data collection suggestions for the higher education access project. In their more traditionally-academic individual seminar papers, students pursued related but distinct topics that did not necessarily address a partner need. For example, one student working on the public housing project wrote an individual seminar paper focused on how program participants invoke individual and collective responsibility for poverty reduction. Another student, this one working with the higher education access project, pre-tested the survey instrument with a focus group and analyzed the focus group transcript to explore how local residents with college degrees think about access to graduate education in the area.
Most group projects were what Strand et al. (2003) would characterize as “CBR in the middle,” which they define as partnering with “groups that might be thought of as one step up from the grassroots,” for example “social services organizations, community development corporations, and government agencies” (p. 73). They note advantages to this type of partnership, as these kinds of organizations have “staff and leadership that are easy to identify and contact” (p. 73), but also disadvantages in terms of community needs being interpreted through the lens of professionals rather than through community members directly affected by social inequalities. This is important in relation to the politics of knowledge, as the partners students were being encouraged to recognize as knowledge sources were often professionals. Even so, as reported later, students were frequently drawn back to framing those partners as the recipients of academic knowledge, a tendency that may have been even greater had the partners more often been those directly affected by the social issues being researched.

**Qualitative Data**

One of the regular assignments for all members of the seminar was a weekly journal entry reflecting on seminar readings, class discussion, and CBR project work. All 26 students who took the seminar in 2009 and 2011 gave permission for their journal entries to be used in this article through a written process of informed consent that met the formal guidelines of Bates College’s Institutional Review Board. The instructor made a vigorous effort to explain the purposes of the project thoroughly to students, to assure them that if they preferred not to participate for any reason it would be understood without question, and that if they did participate their confidentiality would be protected. Professorial power may still have shaped responses to this request, but that power was taken very seriously as the informed consent process was explained to students. As junior and senior sociology students, they were well acquainted with research ethics; they seemed genuinely convinced when assured there would be no negative repercussions if they preferred not to participate. In fact, they seemed not only willing but eager to participate, perhaps because they too were researchers collecting data. They knew the instructor would be reading their journal entries either way, so the question was whether they wished to allow the use of those entries as data for a research project too. To maintain confidentiality, students are not identified by name, nor are gender, race/ethnicity or class year indicated for any quotes. Electronic copies of the journals were imported into NVivo, a qualitative data analysis software program, for coding and analysis.

Several cautionary notes are relevant before addressing the coding process used to identify journal material relevant to the focus of this article. First, though students were encouraged to view the journal as an opportunity to respond to the seminar experience for their own reflection and development of their own thinking, the instructor’s role as evaluator of their journal entries surely shaped what they were willing to write. In relation to the particular focus here on perceptions of community partners, in the journal instructions students were encouraged to reflect weekly on “partnership and reciprocity” both within their student CBR group and between themselves and their community partners, including reference to “what you are learning from your community partners and what you are offering to them.” As a result of course readings, the instructor’s clear advocacy for reciprocally-partnered CBR, and this specific request in the journal instructions, it is safe to assume that any bias in student perceptions is in the direction of overstating their respect and appreciation for their community partners’ knowledge. And yet, as the analysis to come clearly demonstrates, there was significant variation in whether and how students viewed their community partners as sources of knowledge rather than as recipients of their academically-based expert knowledge. The distribution of their perceptions should not be generalized, as the positive perceptions of partners are likely overstated. But with that caveat in mind, the data presented here still provide significant evidence about the texture and nuances of student responses to community partners in the context of the politics of knowledge, and shifts over the course of the semester in such responses provide important evidence about the conditions that encourage recognition of partners as sources of knowledge.

The 26 students produced more than 700 pages of journal entries, and for the purposes of this particular article the focus is on just one set of categories that were coded within that text. The approach to coding follows Rubin and Rubin’s (2011) guidelines, which emphasize the importance of clear definitions not only of what is included in a given category but what is excluded as well. Narrowing in on the material most relevant to the conceptual distinctions offered in the review of the literature on reciprocity and the politics of knowledge, the first pass was to code all text addressing partnership and reciprocity in relation to specific people. Most of the students wrote often about reciprocity and partnership in the abstract, as principles of CBR that they appreciated and as principles that led them to prioritize research questions that arose from community partner needs. But this particular code focused on references to reciprocity and partnership with specific people: fellow students in their CBR group and community partners (while
excluding discussion of the CBR project that did not specifically address their peers or partners). Within that coded material, sub-codes were created for a focus on student peers versus community partners, and it is within the latter text that further coding identified the particularly relevant set of categories addressed in this article.

The basic distinction made within material focused specifically on partnership and reciprocity with community partners was between (a) any mention of learning from their community partners or recognition of those partners as sources of valuable knowledge; and (b) references to the relationship with community partners that framed it in a more unidirectional manner, with a focus on community partners as recipients or beneficiaries of the students’ and faculty’s academic knowledge. In the first category, only references that clearly invoked knowledge and learning from partners was coded. Some related but distinct themes excluded were: general references to enjoying the time they spent with their community partners; references to the skills they felt they were building through the process of working with the partners; and general references to how working in the community enriched their research. All of those are interesting themes, but not directly applicable to the politics of knowledge questions that animate this article. The focus in this coding was to identify clear invocations of partners as important sources of community knowledge with whom students were in dialogue as well as clear invocations of those partners as recipients of a more one-way transfer of academic knowledge.

Quantitative Data

A brief survey was also conducted at both the beginning and end of the semester. The goal of this survey was to get a baseline sense of the level of students’ interest in CBR and community-engaged learning as well as their interest in learning more about social issues in general and sociology as a discipline in particular, and to tap their beliefs about reciprocal partnerships between higher education institutions and their communities. The survey was administered on the first day of class, before handing out the syllabus or discussing any of the course goals. No students dropped or added the seminar, so despite the fact that the survey was anonymous, responses are available from the same 26 individuals on both the first and last days of class. It was emphasized that the survey was voluntary, that students who preferred not to complete it would not be at any disadvantage, and no questions were asked that would have allowed the identification of individuals. As with the informed consent process for their journal entries, these junior and senior sociology students, most of whom already knew the instructor well, seemed not only willing but eager to participate.

The survey questions were not directly linked to the specific approach to the politics of knowledge used in coding the qualitative data, and therefore the results of the quantitative analysis should be considered a brief opportunity to compare perceptions at the beginning and end of the semester rather than a source of evidence equal to that provided by the qualitative analysis. But given that the results reveal parallels in what this briefer source of evidence documents, it is a valuable addition. The two relevant survey questions addressed what students have to offer community partners and what partners offer back to them (with the latter element measured in a general manner that references skill-building, rather than in the narrowly defined manner that directly addresses the politics of knowledge, as described for the coding of the qualitative data). These two survey questions were worded as follows, with four-point response scales ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree: “Bates students have a lot to offer to the Lewiston/Auburn community in helping area organizations research and solve local problems” and “Organizations in the Lewiston/Auburn community have a lot to offer to Bates students in helping students build their skills in research, collaboration, and problem solving.”

Results: Student Perceptions of Community Partners

Survey Data as Foundation

A brief consideration of responses to the survey questions offers a first peek into how students viewed their relationship with community partners. Most students either agreed or strongly agreed that both students and partners can benefit from such relationships. Particularly noteworthy is change over the course of the semester, as students came to agree more strongly that both students and community partners have a lot to offer each other. At the beginning of the seminar, 46% (n=12) of students strongly agreed that Bates students have a lot to offer the community and 39% (n=10) strongly agreed that the community has a lot to offer to them. By the end of the seminar, these percentages had both increased, to 62% (n=16) and 58% (n=15) respectively. Thus students become increasingly likely not only to recognize what partners have to offer, but also increasingly confident in their own contributions as well. As noted previously, this is not a direct measure of the concepts explored in the literature review. The survey questions were framed broadly to capture skills students gain from the process of collaborating with partners, rather than narrowly to capture their recognition of partners as sources of knowledge. But taken together with the more detailed analysis of the qualitative data presented
next, this pattern provides a helpful foundation for the claim that as students explored the readings and spent time with their partners, they became increasingly likely to view both themselves and their partners as having something valuable to offer in a two-way exchange.

Qualitative Data—Community Partners as Knowledge Sources or Co-Creators

Qualitative analysis of student journal entries provides even more compelling evidence for the range and texture of student opinions about community partners, and given the approach utilized in coding, does so in a manner more directly connected to the politics of knowledge. Overall, as seminar participants explored debates that question the hegemonic status of “expert” academic knowledge as conveyed in the scholarly literature and classroom discourse, the relative frequency and the depth with which they wrote about community partners as valuable sources of knowledge increased. As noted earlier, this was surely shaped by the instructor’s advocacy for that perspective, but it also indicates that seminar material and assignments that engage questions about the politics of knowledge can encourage students to frame their community partners in new ways. Even if they are doing so in response to an instructor’s framing, that process provides some temporary and perhaps even lasting counterweight to the hegemonic prioritization of the application of academic expertise in communities over the equal weighting of academic and community knowledge as contributors to a process of knowledge co-creation.

Breaking the seminar into three time periods, during the first third, about half of the words coded in either of the two categories contrasting community partners as recipients of academic knowledge versus sources of knowledge were in each category. Though not linearly increasing week by week, over time the tendency was toward increasing recognition of community partners as sources of knowledge, parallel to what the survey results suggest. By the middle third of the course, three-fifths of the words generated in those two categories framed community partners as sources of knowledge, and by the final third, that category included three-quarters of the words coded into one of the two categories. Student perceptions of community partners as knowledge sources or co-creators ranged from brief to detailed, and text coded into that category became more detailed (i.e., longer) as the semester progressed. The range of those responses is documented in four categories, beginning with references to (a) learning from partners, and then moving to greater levels of complexity in references to (b) partners and students as mutual learners, then (c) explicit ranking of community partners as more knowledgeable than academic partners, and finally (d) references to co-creation of knowledge. After the presentation of these categories of student perception that frame partners as sources of knowledge, the other side of the coin is explored, references to partners as recipients.

Learning from partners. At the most basic level, almost all students offered brief comments in response to the expectation that they address what they are learning from their partners. Three separate examples convey the kinds of comments coded into this category.

I have learned a lot from our partners in terms of the social issues and the real need that exists in Lewiston.

As a student, I am learning a great deal (from my partners) about the opportunities available to low-income individuals as well as the difficulties many community members face when they try to reach their economic goals.

I have received so much from the people within the community that I have met with, they have all been so…helpful and so knowledgeable. It was great to meet with people who wanted to explain the whole topic (of emergency food provision) to me.

Another student referred to one of the program directors with whom a student CBR group was paired as “yet another knowledgeable partner to help us,” and commented on learning a great deal from that partner’s “depth of understanding about the challenges of the work and the complexities of what would appear to some outside observers to be a straightforward task—running an after-school program.”

As noted previously, most of the seminar partnerships represented “CBR in the middle” (Strand et al., 2003), involving organizations that provide services to low-income or otherwise marginalized populations rather than work conducted directly with those populations. But some of the partner groups included service recipients in their organizational structure, and some of the student CBR groups interacted directly with such recipients even if they were not framed as the partners for the project. Thus a few students wrote about what they learned from such partners, like one student working with low-income clients at a grant-funded public computer lab:

Just because fate has gifted me with more material advantages than they have received does not mean that they can’t offer me help. They do help me. They do teach me…about a life that I haven’t lived. Without them, I would remain ignorant.

Partners and students as mutual learners. With similar frequency, almost all of the students invoked
learning something important from community partners coupled with acknowledgement of what partners learn or gain from students and the academic institution. As one student put it, viewing student researchers and their community partners as equal and mutually-reinforcing sources of knowledge:

For me, one of the valuable benefits from my community-based research is getting researchers and affected communities to exchange in a dialogue where there is a mutual learning process that changes the discussions and dynamics taking place on both levels.

Referring to the goals of their joint CBR project, another student wrote about what the partners were learning from the student review of the scholarly literature and what the students were learning from the partners’ accumulated experience: “The literature reviews that we have been doing proved to be very useful…as we brought our academic knowledge to the table, and (our partners) shared knowledge from their firsthand experience with the issue of domestic violence.” A similar theme is invoked by another student, in relation to the same partnership with a domestic violence advocacy organization: “We are learning from [the community organization] and we are using our academic expertise to make a noteworthy contribution to the organization.”

In an even broader framing of what students and partners were learning from a different partnership, another student noted:

[The partner organization] has so much to offer to Bates. They have information and resources that students can use to enhance their intellectual capacity, they let students experience working in the real world implementing the knowledge they acquire over the course of their college career. On the other hand Bates can help (the partner organization) in their effort to create economic opportunity by engaging student knowledge and the skills that students have to offer to them.

Explicit ranking of partners as more knowledgeable. In some entries, students explicitly framed community partners as having greater knowledge, as the following two examples demonstrate:

Since I’ve been working with [my community partners] …I really feel as if I have become a part of the whole effort—not simply as a temporary helper, but as a member with an actual contribution…I was given an opportunity through this community-based research project, and it was amazing getting to know people with experiences and knowledge far beyond my own.

The extra academic audience is one that I had not engaged with in a sociological nature until this seminar. Going to [my partner organizations] helped show me that there is so much knowledge laden within community organizations…I have definitely learned a lot from them…I know that they have left a bigger impression on me than I have on them.

Another student captured this greater knowledge in a journal comment that criticized the way one of our readings encouraged expanding beyond academic expertise, by rejecting the notion that academics even are the experts.

[Our partners] are the experts—the ones who’ve dedicated their career to this work—while we’re the non-experts—mere students and even professors taking on a class project to study what they do.

In a later entry, the same student expanded on this idea, again comparing academic knowledge and community knowledge in a manner that prioritizes the latter.

Sometimes I think I’ve learned more in college off campus than on it. This comes from various experiences with diverse people and practical work with organizations that have opened my mind in ways classes never had. What I mean by all this is that the world off campus (the “community,” as some might put it) is rich with experiences and people to learn from, and that we shouldn’t limit ourselves to knowledge generated within the confines of academia.

When students acknowledge what they learn from community partners, and when they frame themselves and those partners as mutual learners, they are engaging in the politics of knowledge in a manner that expands beyond the hegemony of academic knowledge. But that expansion is even more notable in the less frequent approach of explicitly prioritizing community knowledge as in some ways greater. Only 5 of the 26 students offered a response coded into this category, but those responses are notable as one of the perceptions of community partners that arose in student journals.

Co-creators: Reciprocity in the knowledge-making process. Learning and knowledge creation are, of course, related processes. Thus, even when learning from the partners’ knowledge and experience is highlighted without explicit mention of co-creating knowledge, such co-creation is often implicit. But for some students that connection was quite explicit. For example, one student commented on a guest lecturer’s argument that people do not “find knowledge” but “make knowledge” in a process to which both academics and community partners contribute.

I really like this concept, because it helps me
wrap my head around all the things that Strand et al. write about. They write about mutual partnerships where each party is getting something out of working together. By saying that we make knowledge, it helps me see that I can use my knowledge as a (sociology) student, and my community partners can use their knowledge as more long-term members of Lewiston, to create new knowledge that will benefit both of us.

Though all students discussed the idea of co-creation at some point in their journals, because it was a theme in readings and guest lectures, only half of them wrote about it in specific relation to their community partners. Sometimes such reference was brief, as in the case of a student who linked a reading to her own project by stating “I am working closely with my partners, because CBR is a unique opportunity for us to jointly create and disseminate knowledge.” Another student expanded on this theme, in describing work with an organization devoted to expanding access to higher education in the local community.

I am learning a lot more about aspirations and barriers to college as well as more about the local community. And I am getting experience in combining knowledge/skills with others, our partners, who have a different knowledge/skill set, to make new knowledge together.

Summed up in the phrase “collaboration with our partners creates knowledge that would not be possible for either (my group) or our partners to think of alone,” a student working with organizations advocating for low-income youth also addressed reciprocal knowledge generation.

Acknowledging and celebrating the diverse sub-communities and the different types of knowledge within a community makes for a potentially more valuable community partnership and more dynamic collective community…Our knowledge as students and our community partner’s knowledge and their youth program participants’ knowledge (are) all relevant and equally valuable. Thus we allow ourselves to recognize the different types of knowledge that communities possess, and together (produce better research) through the approach and process of CBR.

Qualitative Data—Partners as Recipients of Academic Knowledge and Assistance

As noted, text acknowledging community partners as sources of knowledge was more frequent than text framing partners as recipients of academic knowledge. And when the latter was evident, it was often simply a matter of recognizing both academics and partners as important contributors, as in some of the references to mutual learning presented previously. But especially earlier in the seminar, some references were critical of partners or focused notably more on what partners stand to gain from student expertise than on what students may gain from partners. These examples are offered not to criticize the seminar students, but to highlight the politics of knowledge that, unless challenged explicitly, can potentially foreground student contributions without simultaneously acknowledging the deep knowledge and experience of partners, and the reciprocal benefits students, faculty, and higher education institutions receive from community partnerships.

In a few cases, students expressed frustration with their partners’ work. With longer exposure that frustration might have proved justified, but a few students were quick to express it in a manner that implicitly downplayed their partners’ accumulated expertise and emphasized their own judgment from brief exposure instead. A few students also felt that their partners gained significantly more from the CBR process than they did, an implicit suggestion that they did not learn from those partners in a meaningful way that balanced the value of the research they offered. For example, one student noted, “I don’t think the benefit to me was as great as the benefit to our partner.” Another drew the same conclusion, for a different CBR project: “I believe the people that will ultimately benefit from our CBR project are (the partners)...I don’t really feel like I am gaining too much.”

More often, material coded as framing partners as recipients of academic knowledge was positive, with students expressing enthusiasm for what they were able to offer. For example, one student wrote:

As field researchers, we are able to look at the situation from a different perspective than those already immersed in the program and how it is running…From a totally neutral view we can provide (our partner) with what we see as advantages and disadvantages of the existing program and how it might be turned around.

Other students also focused on transferring academic knowledge into the community. One noted, in relation to their specific project, that the value of CBR is the way it lets academics “open up the pathways of knowledge to the greater community by teaching them for future projects, offering the education necessary (for them) to do it independently.” Another put it this way:

After reading the scholarly literature (on education and race and poverty), I was depressed seeing the abundance of problems produced by the hierarchies of race and income. But at the same time, in (my CBR project), I expect as a sociol-
...logist to share this information with the general public—who I hope can take this matter into their own hands to start implementing social change.

A variation on this more unidirectional but positive framing was an emphasis on helping through CBR, in responses that focused strongly on what the partners gained, like these two examples.

It also felt good to be a Bates student out in the community, actually doing something that was needed, and that was really appreciated...There is a real need from the community that we are trying to answer through sociological public engagement, and the benefit is to the community members.

Bates College does a great job with placing students in the community and helping with ‘town-gown’ relations. Although they might think that we’re totally separate from them, the second we enter an organization to help, I think these thoughts immediately diminish. They can actually see that Bates students are there to help and aren’t just focused on themselves.

Discussion and Conclusion

By addressing enthusiasm for knowledge transfer into the community and the opportunity to help partners, these quotes and others like them convey a commitment to the public good that resonates with the goals of community engagement in general and CBR in particular. Students’ admirable commitment to contributing to local communities through their research was strongly evident each time the seminar was offered. But perceptions of partners as recipients of academic knowledge, even though outweighed by recognition of partners as sources of knowledge as well, remind one of the work that remains for community-engaged learning advocates if they seek to disrupt the politics of knowledge that are increasingly criticized by scholars such as those discussed in this article’s literature review. The frequency and content of student perceptions that validate partner knowledge, and the increase in such perceptions over the course of the semester, suggest that course content intentionally and critically addressing the discourse of expert knowledge can encourage students to expand their recognition not only of what the academy offers to its broader communities, but what community partners contribute to the academy. At the same time, the persistence of some invocation of partners as recipients of expert knowledge and other unidirectional framings suggests that encouraging such recognition requires consistent and intentional exploration of the politics of knowledge. And the four categories of such recognition identified here, moving from simple invocations of learning from partners to deeper attention to co-creation of knowledge and reciprocity, suggest the levels students should be encouraged to consider as they attend to the politics of knowledge.

One resource for this kind of recognition and exploration is, of course, faculty and staff commitment to directly addressing the politics of knowledge in community-engaged courses. Another critical resource is the kind of institutional infrastructure that broadens commitment beyond the individual course or faculty member, lending institutional legitimacy to critical engagement with the politics of knowledge. Hoyt (2011) refers to this kind of knowledge-generation as “authentic engagement,” in which the community is “no longer simply a lab under a microscope” (which she calls “pseudo-engagement”), but rather a “living partnership between a university and a city for the purpose of reciprocal knowledge” (p. 277). She argues that one of the conditions allowing for authentic engagement is a set of “institutional conditions”—reward structures for students and faculty, administrative and financial support for authentically engaged research, and a sustained institutional commitment to partnership. As Strand et al. (2003) argue, individual faculty and staff members can and do execute meaningful CBR projects, but doing so is all the more efficient, feasible, and impactful if that work is coordinated and resourced through institutional structures like, in the case of Bates College, the Harward Center for Community Partnerships. According to Strand et al. (2003, p. 171-172), such centers mobilize resources, build relationships, maximize efficiency through the division of labor, manage information, establish control mechanisms for research, manage external relationships, and foster sustainability. By enabling those outcomes, successful centers promote the core principles of CBR: “collaboration, demystification of knowledge and its construction, and social change advocacy” (p. 196). As Stoecker and Beckman (2009) note, if academics wish to shift away from designing community engagement on a course-by-course basis determined by the needs of the instructor, toward a model that “start(s) by asking what issues exist in the community”, the process must begin by “build(ing) the community relationships on which we can design a community-based (learning) strategy” (p. 4). They go on to assert that “the true potential of an effective project can only be realized when it is part of a longer term strategy” (p. 6), and the kind of coordination that comes from adequately resourced institution-wide commitment is key to such a strategy.

This analysis of both qualitative and quantitative data from the Public Sociology seminar raises at least as many questions as it answers. This article has
focused at the course level, exploring patterns in student perceptions of community partners in the aggregate. The available data are not sufficient to analyze individual student-level variations in such perceptions. But even a cursory first-pass at the student-level is suggestive of new questions. Just as the balance of comments framing partners as sources of and recipients of knowledge varied across time, it varied across students as well. Formal data on students’ level of commitment and experience with community engagement were not collected. But in scanning the list of students for whom the balance of mentions tilted most pointedly toward perceiving community partners as sources of knowledge, what is striking is the depth and time horizon of their previous commitment to community-engaged learning, including the level of their connection with the campus’ Harvard Center for Community Partnerships. Through cocurricular programming and leadership development work, as well as through modeling what Hoyt (2011) calls authentic engagement, the Harvard Center provides excellent resources for encouraging reciprocity in the knowledge-making process. The students for whom recognition of partners as sources of knowledge was most evident were not, during the seminar, generally partnered with organizations with whom they had worked previously, so it is not prior experience with those particular partners that seems to set them apart. Rather, it is sustained practice of community engagement, including participation in other courses and in programming supported by the Harvard Center, that stands out. Though not conclusive given the data gathered, this connection suggests an intriguing avenue for future research.

In addition, given the limited number of partnerships in the two offerings of the course (seven distinct partnerships), it is difficult to determine whether student perceptions might vary by the type of partnership or the characteristics of the individuals with whom they worked. For example, some partner organizations were led by individuals with connections to Bates College, either as alumni or former staff and instructors. Some partner organizations worked at a distance from the marginalized community members they serve while others included such community members in central roles. There was also variation in whether partners were government agencies, social services organizations, or more activist-oriented groups. It would be helpful to assess whether and how student perceptions of partners as sources of knowledge vary by partner type across these dimensions and many others.

Another fruitful question for future research is how partners themselves perceive the politics of knowledge in the CBR process. Do they feel recognized for their knowledge, and does such perceived recognition vary by partner characteristics? How do they perceive student, faculty and staff knowledge among their academic partners, and how do such perceptions vary by characteristics of those academic partners? And how do community partners view the potential for co-creation of knowledge between the academy and its communities?

With such questions left for future research, this article closes by returning to the focus of the analysis: student perceptions of community partners and the politics of knowledge. The potential that can be unleashed by courses critically analyzing the politics of knowledge, when combined with the support of a well-resourced community partnership center and thoughtful, authentic engagement between academic and community partners, is captured well in what one of the students wrote in the final journal entry of the seminar.

Where we choose to recognize opportunity and knowledge is not a statement of where opportunity and knowledge actually exist, but a reflection of more dominant and hegemonic values of society. I think that this is something that I have definitely taken away from this seminar...I realize (better) the difference that I can make in my own back yard alongside community partners through social change that depends precisely on the different types of knowledge that both community partners and I bring to the table due to our different experiences.

Notes

I am grateful to the students in my Public Sociology seminar (Fall 2009 and Fall 2011), our community partners, and Holly Lasagna, Associate Director of the Harvard Center for Community Partnerships at Bates College. My thanks also go to Ariel Childs, Julia Lee, and Emma Posner, all of whom provided valuable research assistance at various phases of the analysis for this paper. Finally, I appreciate the crucial support received through a “Publicly Engaged Academic Project” grant from the Harvard Center for Community Partnerships.

1 See Sigmon (1977) for a classic early statement relevant to this approach. He argued for viewing “all the active partners in a service-learning experience as learners. Not only the student, but also the faculty counselor, the agency or community supervisor, and those being served. This expectation strongly suggests that mutuality is an important dimension in learning (page 10).”

Bates College sociology majors and minors are disproportionately women, but not as strongly so as the gender distribution in this seminar would suggest. Female sociology majors and minors at Bates are more likely to be focused on social inequalities, which were central to the topic of this seminar, while male majors and minors are more likely to select courses focused on other areas of the department. Given the range of seminars from which students could select, it is likely for this reason that more women selected this particular seminar.

For additional details regarding the seminar’s content, assignments, and specific CBR projects completed, see Kane (2011) or contact the author directly.

It would have been preferable to include some identifying code on the pre- and post-test surveys, to allow for individual student comparisons over time. In addition, as noted in the conclusion to this article, additional data about student characteristics would have been very useful to further analysis.

It is beyond the scope of this article to address how students viewed their own contributions and knowledge in the qualitative data, but given the literature on the positive impact of community-based learning on students’ capacities (e.g., Conway, Amel, & Gerwien, 2009; Vogelgesang & Astin, 2000; Zlotkowski & Duffy, 2010) and the quantitative results showing increased student agreement that they have much to offer to the community, this would be an interesting topic for future analysis.

Quotes are not included to support this pattern because it was rare, and any quotes offered could too easily identify students or organizations.
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